OUTSYSTEMS FOR OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
Get more from your business process automation efforts

70%

of digital transformations
fall short1

By digitizing your paper-based forms and automating some manual processes you
achieved some initial efficiencies. But now you’re finding it harder to drive additional
gains. Maybe the processes themselves were flawed. And all automating did was get
you to a bad result faster. Maybe the problems fixed in one area exposed larger gaps
in other areas. In many cases, driving more productivity was harder because employees
just didn’t have access to the data they needed, when they needed it. And they had
a hard time changing what they had just automated when their business needs
changed.
In order for business process automation to be successful, it must be done intelligently.
And it’s not just about using intelligent tools and software like artificial intelligence,
machine learning, or Robotic Process Automation (RPA). It’s also about taking an
intelligent approach - a holistic, people-first approach to process management,
with easy access to data, and continuous improvement over time.

Flipping the odds of digital
transformation success, BCG,
29 Oct 2020
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Intelligently automate your core business processes for greater
productivity, efficiency, agility, and speed.

Improve productivity

Save time

Respond faster

Develop faster

Get up to 70% greater
productivity. Do with
3 people what used to
take 10.

Spend up to 90% less
time. Do in half an hour
what used to take
5 hours.

Respond up to 5X faster.
Do in 1 day what used
to take 5.

Build up to 3X faster.
Develop and deploy
custom applications in
3 weeks vs. 9.

Intelligently automate your core business processes
with OutSystems and re-energize your digital
transformation. Get more out of your process mining
and RPA investments. The OutSystems platform
helps you rapidly assemble custom applications that
improve employee oversight and orchestration of
your automated processes. Easily provide them and
your automated applications with access to the
systems and data needed. And quickly adapt your
processes and applications as your business needs
change.

By using OutSystems alongside robotic
process automation, we’ve greatly
increased our operational capacity,
enabling rapid growth for our payments
and FX business. Plus, we can focus more
time on what makes a difference—serving
clients and managing risk.
David Parker, CIO, Crown Agents Bank

OutSystems offers best-in-class UX/UI templates for improved human computer interaction, rapid
integration to third-party databases and systems of record, and agile change management - all without
sacrificing enterprise security and governance.

100+ responsive visual
components

Web and mobile templates, patterns, design kits, and plugins reflecting UX/UI industry best
practices, accelerate the implementation of highly intuitive interfaces, providing your employees
with greater end-to-end process visibility and control.

400+ pre-built
connectors

Pre-built connectors to the most common apps and SaaS solutions, helps quickly link your
applications to your systems of record for faster and more efficient data retrieval.

Comprehensive
lifecycle management
platform

The platform’s unified LifeTime console, together with its TrueChange application dependency
manager and Architecture Dashboard’s technical debt heat map, facilitate more agile, iterative
change management.

Support for AWS
services

A comprehensive library of pre-built, pre-tested, production-ready AWS services connectors helps
accelerate application assembly and reduce risk.

Drive greater productivity, efficiency, and agility, by intelligently automating your core
business processes with OutSystems. Learn more about the OutSystems platform and
how you can start your free trial.
Learn More

